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Abstract 

Recently, the wireless local area networks (WLANs) in complex environments, such as 

underground, underwater, and indoor environments, have attracted considerable attention for 

both commercial and military applications. However, existing communication techniques based 

on electro-magnetic (EM) and acoustic signals in these environments suffer from varies of 

challenges, such as high absorption, long delay, limited frequency bands, and signal blockage. In 

this thesis, we propose to use reconfigurable magnetic-induction (Ml) techniques and 

reconfigurable smart reflect-arrays to address aforementioned problems. The theoretical 

model, system design, and control algorithms are presented. The proposed systems are 

validated by a series of in-lab experiments. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Recently, the wireless local area networks (WLANs) in complex environments, such as un

derground, underwater, and indoor environments, have attracted considerable attention for 

both commercial and military applications, including harsh environment exploring, mine 

rescue, underground aquifer monitoring, oceanographic data collection, and smart houses 

controls [l, 2, 3, 4, 5]. However, the communications ofWLANs in these complex environ

ments suffer from notorious challenges, such as high path loss, large signal delay, limited 

spectrum hands, and signal blockage [l, 6, 7]. The thesis aims at addressing these chal

lenges by considering two categories of complex environments: underground/underwater 

and indoor environments. 

Existing techniques based on electromagnetic (EM) waves are widely used in terres

trial environment but do not work well in underground/underwater environments. First, 

EM waves experience high levels of attenuation due to absorption by soil, rocks, and water 

in the underground [8]. Second, the electrolyte in underground medium becomes the dom

inating factor that influence the path loss of EM waves. As a result, the content of water, 

density and makeup of soil, can change the performance of communication unpredictably 

since these factors are different in different places and vary dramatically with time. Third, 

operating frequencies in MHz or lower ranges are necessary to achieve practical transmis

sion range [8, 9, 10]. Thus, compared with the communication range, the antenna size will 

become too large to be deployed underground. 

The acoustic-based communications can address the problem of high signal attenua

tion in underwater environments [11, 12, 13]. However, since the communication is based 

on the acoustic signal propagation in the water, the communication suffers from a signifi

cant delay, which becomes a key challenge when the real-time communication is required. 
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Moreover, the acoustic communication cannot be applied in underground environments. 

We also confront a series of challenges for the communication of indoor WLANs. The 

radio frequency (RF) spectrum is becoming overly crowded due to an exponential growth 

in the number of applications and users that require high-speed wireless communication 

in indoor environments, such as conference halls and shopping malls, where both the user 

density and the bandwidth demands are tremendous [6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. To ac

commodate the tremendous wireless data demands from high density of users of different 

services, high-efficiency spectrum-sharing approaches are highly desired. Currently, the 

cognitive radio [18, 19, 20, 21] and adaptive beamforming [22, 23, 24] are two main dy

namic spectrum access solutions that have drawn most attentions. On the one hand, cogni

tive radio techniques enable unlicensed wireless users to share channels with licensed users 

that are already using an assigned spectrum [18]. Although cognitive radio achieves better 

spectrum efficiency when the licensed users do not access the band frequently (such as TV 

white space), it does not help when all users are very active with high density, especially 

in the aforementioned indoor environments. More importantly, cognitive radio techniques 

require each wireless device to be able to scan a wide range of frequencies to identify 

spectrum holes and then lock to that frequency, which necessitates expensive transceivers, 

antennas, and processors that are not available in most existing devices, if not all. On the 

other hand, usually beamforming techniques require smart antenna systems to adaptively 

focus the transmission and reception of wireless signals [18, 24, 25]. To achieve high spa

tial resolution to differentiate multiple simultaneous transmissions in the crowded indoor 

environments, each wireless device needs to be equipped with very large array of antenna 

elements, which is impossible for the current and future portable, wearable, or even smaller 

devices. 

The communication based on millimeter-wave (mm Wave) frequency bands can address 

the problem of the bandwidth limitation in the future. In the IEEE 802.1 lad standard, the 

2.16 GHz bandwidth around 60 GHz can dramatically address the current spectrum short

age in the busy 5GHz/2.4GHz Wi-Fi frequency band [26, 27, 7, 28, 29]. The millimeter 
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scale signal wavelength enables very small antenna arrays in both access point (AP) and the 

mobile user devices [30] that provide highly efficient directional transmissions. The huge 

bandwidth and the directional transmissions can achieve the data rates of up to 6.7 Gbps in 

an indoor WLAN setting [31]. 

Despite the advantages, mm Wave wireless transmissions suffer from much higher path 

loss due to the Friis' Law. Therefore, directional antennas, e.g., horn antennas or antenna 

arrays, are used to form narrow transmission beams to compensate the high path loss. 

While the quasi-optical propagation characteristics of mm Wave transmission are suitable 

for fixed line-of-sight (LOS) links, such links can be easily broken due to user mobility and 

the obstacles in the environment. Due to the narrow beamwidth of mm Wave signals, the 

misalignment of the TX and RX antennas can significantly reduce the antenna gain, while 

a very small obstacle, such as a person's arm, can effectively block the link [32, 33, 34, 35]. 

Therefore, no matter we use existing 2.4/5 GHz Wi-Fi service or future mm Wave service, 

we confront the challenge of either limited bandwidth or signal blockage. 

To address the aforementioned problems in underground/underwater and indoor envi

ronments, we propose two reconfigurable communication systems to establish the WLANs. 

To conquer the high signal attenuation and delay problem in underground/underwater en

vironments, we develop the reconfigurable magnetic induction (MI)-based communication 

systems. Instead of using propagating EM waves, the MI technique utilizes the near-field 

magnetic induction to realize the wireless communication. Since the magnetic permeability 

of soil/water is almost the same as that in the air, the MI channel is not influenced when the 

environment is changed. Hence, we can effectively transmit and receive wireless signals 

using a small coil of wire in underground/underwater environments. Furthermore, since 

the MI technique is based on electro-magnetic field, the signal propagation is much larger 

than it of acoustic wave. The signal delay problem is therefore addressed. In addition, usu

ally the underground and underwater environments not only consist of the soil and water 

medium, but also have other conductive objects, such as rocks, underground and underwa

ter constructions, and biological tissues. Eddy currents will be induced on them and the 
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channel fading of MI communications becomes frequency-dependent [36, 37]. Since the 

reconfigurable MI communication systems can smartly select the optimal channel based on 

the channel estimation result, the communication performance can be further improved. 

For the indoor environments, we propose the reconfigurable smart reflect-array to solve 

the problem of either limited spectrum bands or signal blockage. A reconfigurable smart 

reflect-array is first designed at 2.4GHz to realize a new spectrum sharing method [38]. 

Although the reflect-array does not buffer or process any incoming signals, it can change 

the phase of the reflected wireless signal. By optimally controlling the phase shift of each 

element on the reflect-array, the useful signals for each transmission pair can be enhanced 

while the interferences can be canceled. As a result, multiple wireless users in the same 

room can access the same spectrum band at the same time without interfering each other. 

For the mmWave indoor WLANs, we propose to deploy reconfigurable reflect-arrays 

working at 60GHz that can adaptively establish robust mm Wave connection when the LOS 

path and non-LOS paths with natural reflections are blocked by obstructions [39]. The 

proposed mechanism is compatible with the IEEE 802.1 lad protocol and can greatly en

hance the mm Wave link robustness when a user devices move in the complicated indoor 

environment. Our objective is to minimize the link outage probability when user device is 

randomly moving in an indoor environment with various obstacles, incorporating the an

tenna sector selection at the AP and mobile user as well as the configuration of the smart 

reflect-arrays. 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the recon

figurable MI-based communications. The reconfigurable MI transceivers design and imple

mentation are first introduced. Then, we propose an application of the reconfigurable MI 

in complex environment, which is the underwater virtual MIMO system based on MI syn

chronization. In Chapter 3, we present the reconfigurable reflect-array for indoor WLANs. 

We respectively introduce the 2.4GHz and 60GHz reflect-arrays. Then, the experimental 

result of the reflect-arrays is presented. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 2 

The Reconfigurable MI-based Communications 

2.1 The MI-based Communication in Complex Environments 

2.1.1 The MI Transceiver Design and Implementation 

The MI coil antenna plays the most important role in the underground communication 

system since traditional antennas like electrical dipoles cannot provide a reliable commu

nication in such a complicated propagation medium. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the transmission 

and reception are accomplished with the use of a coil of wire. In this testbed, the MI an

tennas are fabricated by 8-tums coils winded on square frames with an edge length of 10 

cm. 26 AWG wire that provide a unit length resistance of 0.1339 Q/m is used for the coils. 

A variable series capacitor, from 10 pF to 230 pF, is welded in the circuit to get the res

onance. The ratio of the received power to the transmitted power based on the channel 

model developed in [8] is shown as follows. 

Pr w2µ 2NtNra;a~sin2a
'.::::-------- (2.1)

Pt 16r6Ro (4Ro + jwµNt) 

where Pt is the transmission power, Pr is the received power. Parameters of MI antennas, 

N, at, ar ,and R0, represent the number of turns of wire winded on transmitter and receiver, 

Figure 2.1 : The MI communications. 
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Figure 2.2 : The 3D MI coils. 

radius of transmitter and receiver coils, and resistance of unit length of loop, respectively. 

a represents the angle between the axes of two coupled coils. w is the operating angular 

frequency. µ is the permeability of propagation medium. To increase the channel gain, we 

can either enlarge the size of the coils or increase the number of turns. However, the size 

of antenna gets larger by this way. Other than the coil size and number of turns, the unit 

length resistance of the loop Ro also have significant influence on the channel gain. Thus, 

we can use the low resistance wires and circuit to reduce the path loss without increasing 

the antenna size. To reduce the wire and circuit resistance, we can select high conductivity 

wires, better connecters and capacitors, and customized printed circuit board (PCB). 

For the MI transceivers, the received signal strength is influenced by the angle between 

the axes of two coupled coils. However, usually underground antennas are required to be 

deployed in a complicated situation that multiple antennas are not kept in a straight line. 

With distance and intersection angle changing in 3D space, the channel gain is determined 

in [40] as 

Pr 1 w2µ2 r4 [H · n[2 

- '.::::'. - . --------- (2.2) 
pt 2 4a2R6/2 + w2µ 2r4[H. n[2 

where I is the current in transmitter. The magnetic flux go though the coupled coils is 

determined by H · n developed in [ 40]. 

To maintain a high quality of communication in such a complicated situation, an im

provement that using multiple-dimensional MI antennas is developed. 3D MI coils are 

developed in this testbed to cover the 3D underground space. A figure of 3D coil is shown 

in Fig. 2.2 that three independent coils are fabricated and installed vertically on a cube 

with an edge length of 10 cm. Just like original MI antennas, 26 AWG wire is used for 
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the 3D antenna fabrication and each coil is equipped with a series capacitor for finding 

resonance. Thus, three independent coils are installed on one antenna frame and three sig

nals are observed independently at the receiver side. Once the parameters of antennas and 

communication distance are fixed, how much signal strength we can get depends on H · n, 

which is influenced by the intersection angles between the transmitter and receiver. By us

ing three orthogonal coils as the antenna, no matter how we change the intersection angle, 

at least one coil can get enough signal strength. The system is supposed to keep a high 

quality of communication when rotating the antennas and changing the intersection angle 

between them. 

2.1.2 Experimental Validation of MI Communications 

To test the performance of MI underground communication in the soil medium with differ

ent concentration of water, we vary the volume water content (VWC) from 0% to 5%, 10%, 

20%. Because of the slow evaporation of water, usually the variation of VWC from 0% to 

20% is irreversible in a short time. For each VWC, we take measurements including path 

loss, bandwidth, and PER with various communication distances. Each data is measured 

independently for 10 times. 

Fig. 2.3 shows the experimental results derived from the testbed, where the MI commu

nication in the original form (single MI coil) is tested in in 0% VWC. The x-axis and y-axis 

respectively show the distance between the transmitter and receiver, the signal strength re

ceived at the receiver side. The operating frequency is 8 MHz in this experiment. As shown 

in this figure, the curve with crosses represents the average received power taken at the re

ceiver side and the smooth curve is the calculated result based on theoretical model. Since 

the measurements are taken for 10 times at each communication distance, bars on the curve 

show the maximum and minimum values in each group of data. The experimental result 

shows a good match with the theoretical calculation. It should be noted that the path loss 

can be further reduced by using low resistance coil and circuit, which can move the curves 

in Fig. 2.3 upward but the attenuation speed of the curve will not change. 
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Figure 2.3 : Received signal strength of original MI communication. 
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Figure 2.4 : A comparison of received signal strength between MI and EM in underground 

environment. 
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Figure 2.5 : A comparison of PER between MI and EM in underground communication 

The experimental results of MI communication in underground environments with dif

ferent water contents are shown in Fig. 2.4. Compared to the communication based on EM 

waves, MI communication shows significantly benefits in underground environment. For 

5% VWC, the received signal strength of using MI communication is about 10 dB higher 

than it of using EM waves with a communication of 0.2 meters. The difference increases 

over 20 dB if the communication distance is 1.8 meters. More benefits can be derived if we 

increase the VWC to 10% and 20%. For 20% VWC, the EM-based communication suffers 

a high attenuation ratio that the received signal strength is close to -90 dBm with a distance 

of 1 meter. However, by using MI communication, the signal strength is 30 dB higher in 

this case. 

Fig. 2.5 shows the comparison of PER in logarithmic scale between MI communication 

and EM wave communication in different underground environments. For the MI commu

nication, PER increases with VWC increasing and it becomes obvious after a distance of 

2 meters. Thus, the communication range by using this pair of MI antennas is around 2 

meters. For the communication using EM waves, the PER is much higher than it of using 

MI communication and it is influenced by the VWC change dramatically. In a 20% VWC 

environment, even in a short distance of 1 meter, the PER is over 10% and a satisfying 
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Figure 2.6 : A comparison of PER between original MI and 3D MI in different underground 

environments 

communication can hardly be established in this case. 

The last step of our experiment is to use the testbed to measure the PER for 3D MI 

antennas. A comparison of PER between 1D and 3D MI antennas in different underground 

environments is shown in Fig. 2.6. By deploying a 3D MI antenna as the receiver with 

a distance of 2 meters from transmitter and transmitting a series of packets, PER can be 

measured with intersection angle and VWC changing. We also measure the PER for orig

inal MI antenna to make a comparison. In this experiment, both original and 3D receiver 

antennas are rotated to change the intersection angle to the transmitter antenna. By rotating 

the receiver antennas, we try to find the blind spot of the communication. In Fig. 2.6, the 

original MI antenna with only one coil suffers from a high PER, especially in high VWC 

environment. In fact, this blind spot appears when the receiver coil are kept orthogonal 

to the transmitter coil. However, by using the 3D antenna, no matter how we change the 

intersection angle, the PER is kept in a low level throughout the experiments. Even in high 

VWC environment, a robust communication can still be established. 

2.1.3 The Influence of Complex Environments on MI Communications 

The underground and underwater environments usually contain a lot of conductive objects 

to significantly affect the MI signals. Considering an MI transmitting coil deployed in such 
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environments as shown in Fig. 2.7, the magnetic potential generated by this coil can be 

written as: 
µ 2 - Jw(t- '!Q )( 1 2:rr )( A

Ao(do, 0, ¢) ~ --:rra f 0e c ~in0 - - j- · acf> (2.3)
4:rrdo do ,l 

where w is the operating frequency and ,l is the wavelength of the signal. c is the light 

speed. µ is the permeability. If there exists a conductive object in this environment, eddy 

currents will be induced on the object which is given by: 

. µer -Jw(t-~)( . w 
2 

w )(Jo= -;wcrAo ~ ---:rra 
2
f 0e ~in0 - + j- · acf> (2.4)

4:rrdo c do 

where JO is the current density on the object. er is the conductivity of the object. Therefore, 

the eddy current on the small conductive element shown in Fig. 2.7 will generate a new 

magnetic field, which can be derived by the Bio-Savart Law: 

(2.5) 

where Lis the length of the small conductive element. By substituting (2.4) into (2.5), the 

magnetic field induced by the eddy current on the small conductive element is derived by: 

dB ~ _µcra
2
f 0sin0ds w2 )2 w )2 - ·w(t- do+d i )(_E_- + - e j c ~ wdo as (2.6) 

4d0df c do 

where d0 is the norm of the distance vector d1 . as is the direction vector of the induced 

magnetic field generated by the small conductive element. By considering the variation of 

intersection angle, the total magnetic field induced by this small object can be written as: 

2B ~ ](max _µcrLa fosin0 

. 4d d2 
nm O 1 (2.7) 

w2 )2 w )2 -Jw(t- do;d1 )( :i A 

- + - e ~ 0 as 
c do 

As shown in Fig. 2.8, if the receiver is deployed behind the object, the LOS (line-of

sight) signal will attenuate due to this obstacle. By considering the skin depth, the eddy 

currents on the object will attenuate as shown in Fig. 2.8 that: 

(2.8) 
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[J \~-~ ~~ / i ds 
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Figure 2.7 : The influence of the conductive objects on MI signals. 

Figure 2.8 : The signal attenuation due to the obstacle. 

where l is the thickness of the object. Hence, by considering the attenuation caused by the 

obstacle, the magnetic field induced by the object can be derived by replacing the /0 in (2.7) 

by (2.8) : 

B 
l µcruilo (cos0max - sin0min) -1-fwiio'"::::; - -----------e V----r-

4dod; 
(2.9) 

w2 )2 w )2 - ·w(t- do+d 1 )t_£_J C wdoA- + - e as. 
c do 

Therefore, the magnetic flux through the receiving coil can be written as: 

2<l> =rra n · B' 

::::; _ µcrLrra4Iocosa (cos0max - sin0m;n) e-I~ 

4d0df (2.10) 

w2 )2 + w )2e- Jw(t- do;d 1)t :io 

c do 

where n is the normal vector of the receiving coil. a is the intersection angle between n 

and B'. By considering n small objects in the environment, the total magnetic flux induced 
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z(m) 

(O, a, 2 .5) 

Figure 2.9 : The MI channel influenced by the conductive object. (Case 1) 

by these objects is calculated by: 

(2.11) 
-l - w2 )2 w )2 -Jw(t- da;:d1; )' w:ifwiTiaT ·e , v~ _ + _ e ~ o, 

c do; 

where the subscript i indicates the i-th object. Since the communication uses near-field 

magnetic induction, the phase delay of the signals from different paths is negligible. There

fore, the induced voltage in the receiving coil can be calculated based on (2.11) regardless 

of phase: 

(2.12) 
w:io -l;~-e ; 

The influence from the complex environments to the MI channel can be analyzed by fol

lowing numerical analysis. In this simulation, the radius of the MI coils are set to a= 0.05 

m. The current in the transmitting coil /0 = 1 mA. As shown in Fig. 2.9, a conductive 

objects with er= 45 x 106 S /mis deployed at (-0.2m, 0.9m, I.Sm). The length of the object 

is 0.5 m. We first set the width of the object L = 0.3 m and the received voltage in the re

ceiving coil is shown as the red curve in Fig. 2.10. The received signal is evaluated with the 

frequency varies from 1 MHz to 100 MHz. Since the object does not block the direct path 
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Figure 2.10 : Received voltage vs operating frequency. (Case 1) 

z(m) 

y(m) 

Figure 2.11 : The MI channel influenced by the conductive object. (Case 2) 

of the channel, the positive factor ( : 
2 )2 + ( d:irin (2.12) dominates the received signal 

so that the received voltage increases with the operating frequency increasing. This kind of 

object deployment can be considered as the positive factors in the complex environments. 

In this case, we prefer a higher frequency to have better MI channels. Moreover, the signal 

can be further enhanced if the object has a larger size shown as the blue and green curves 

in Fig. 2.10. 

- L-0.01m 
- L-(1.015,n 
- L-0.02m 

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 
Ope,1'ti'lg~(Hz) x10' 

Figure 2.12 : Received voltage vs operating frequency. (Case 2) 
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Figure 2.13 : The frequency sweeping between transceivers . 
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Figure 2.14 : The deployment of objects. 

As shown in Fig. 2.11, a conductive object is deployed at (Om, Om, 1.25m). In this case, 

the MI signal is almost blocked as shown in Fig. 2.12. The channel becomes even worse 

if a higher frequency is used. Moreover, it becomes more difficult to penetrate the object if 

the thickness of the object becomes larger shown as the blue and green curves. This kind of 

object deployment can be considered as the negative factor in the complex environments. 

2.1.4 Environment-aware Channel Estimation Based on Kernel Method 

According to the model developed in (2.12), the received signal is dominated by the con

ductive objects in the environments. However, since the channel is non-linear with fre

quency variation, the unknown parameters in the channel model are difficult to be esti

mated. Hence, in this section, we develop an environment-aware strategy based on the 

training using Kernel method. 
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Operating trequency (Hz) x 107 

Figure 2.15 : Received voltage vs operating frequency. 

The environment-aware capability can be realized by the frequency-selective MI transceivers 

as shown in Fig. 2.13. The transmitter sweeps the frequency band by sending the signal 

at a set of frequencies w = {w 1, w2 , ... , WL}- The output of the system is the received signal 

strength y = {y1,y2 , ···,YLl- For some unknown coefficients {a~k}~:"i ,k=l' the l-th output y1 is 

modeled as 

(2.13) 

where v1 is the noise. a~ and kw are vectors of coefficients and Kernel Functions: 

T [ l l l ](a1 = a11,a12,···,a1K T 
(2.14) 

kw= [K1(X'1,w), K2(X'1,w), ... ,KJU'K,w)] 

A set of L x 1 vectors {x}f= 1 are assumed to be available. For example, given a set of 

training data {w};=l' such vectors {x}f= 1 can be draw from the data vector {w};= 1. KU'i, w) is 

the Kernel Function. An example of KU'i, w) is the Gaussian Kernel Function: 

(2.15) 

Therefore, the output y becomes: 

y = Hkw +v (2.16) 

where vis the noise vector. The coefficient His developed as : 

H = [tT,a;, ... ,arr (2.17) 
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Figure 2.16: The deployment of objects. 
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Figure 2.17 : Received voltage vs operating frequency. 

We first let: 

Kw= I @(k= (2.18) 

where I is the identity matrix and @(denotes the Kronecker product. Therefore, (2.16) can 

be reformulated as: \ 

(2.19) 

If vis modeled as a zero-mean random variable with covariance matrix 1:v, the conditional 

mean and covariance of the output becomes: 

(2.20) 
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where h := E{h} and 1:h := E{(h-h)(h-h)T}. Therefore, the estimates of hcan be written 

as: 

I 
2hE min I Yiw; - KwJ (2.21) 

( i=l 

Similarly, the estimates of 1:h can be obtained by solving the following convex optimization 

problem: 

(2.22) 

where I: ~ 0 denotes that I: is positive semidefinite. 

The evaluation of the environment-aware result is shown from Fig. 2.14 to Fig. 2.17. 

In this numerical analysis, a zero-mean Gaussian noise with er= 3 x 10-3 mV is randomly 

generated and added on the channels. As shown in Fig. 2.14, a negative-factor dominating 

environment is considered that the MI transceivers are deployed at the different sides of 

most of the conductive objects. A set of received signals at 10 different frequency bands 

that f = {10MHz, 20MHz, 30MHz, ... , 100MHz} are used as the training data. The red 

curve in Fig. 2.15 shows the received signals at the frequency bands from 1 MHz to 100 

MHz. Based on the environment-aware training result, the channel is estimated as the blue 

curve. A positive-factor dominating environments is considered in the simulation shown in 

Fig. 2.16 and 2.17. In Fig. 2.16, most of the conductive objects are deployed beside the 

MI transceivers and the MI signal can be enhanced due to induced magnetic field by these 

objects. The signal enhancement is shown as the red curve in Fig. 2.17. Since the variance 

of the noise is set to be the same as that in Fig. 2.15, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 

much higher and the estimation of channel is more accurate shown as the blue curve. 
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2.2 M2I-Assisted Underwater Virtual MIMO 

2.2.1 System Architecture 

The M2l-acoustic cooperative MIMO aims to establish long-range and high throughput 

links between the robot swarm and the surface station by addressing the unreliable and 

high-energy consumption problems in existing underwater acoustic communication sys

tems, especially in shallow and complex underwater environments, such as rivers and lakes. 

The system architecture of the underwater cooperative MIMO is proposed as Fig. 3.12. A 

base station is located above the water surface for the data acquisition. The robot swarm is 

deployed for the detection and exploitation tasks in the underwater environment. To concert 

the distributed transmitters, a master node is chosen from the robot swarm and the others 

work as the slave node. For example, to transmit using either beamforming or space-time 

coding, the master node delivers the information by the broadcasting so that each slave 

node gets a copy of the data. Moreover, the local hardware clock of the master node is 

used as the reference to synchronize slave nodes. For the beamforming communications, 

the channel state information (CSI) of the master node also needs be delivered to the slave 

nodes to compute the beamforming codebook. 

The M2l-acoustic cooperative MIMO consists of two modules: the acoustic MIMO 

module and the M2l-assisted synchronization module. The acoustic MIMO module is 

achieved by concerting a cluster of distributed transmitters on the robot swarm. As men

tioned, this distributed design can address the problems of the spatial and power source 

limitations to achieve long communication range with high throughput. However, the 

large-delay acoustic channels cannot satisfy the real-time synchronization requirements. 

The M2l-assisted synchronization modules are therefore designed to address the problem. 

The M2l-assisted synchronization module is mainly based on the tri-dimensional mag

netic induction (Ml) transceivers [ 41] and the metamaterial shells. The MI techniques 

have inherent advantages for wireless communications in lossy media, especially under

water [41]. In addition, the tri-dimensional design of the MI transceivers enables the 

tri-dimensional signal coverage. The metamaterial shell is developed to overcome the 
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Figure 2.18 : The system architecture of the M2l-acoustic cooperative MIMO. 

inefficient-antenna problem of the MI. By matching the negative permeability µ of the 

metamaterials with the positive µ of the environments, a resonant status of the entire an

tenna structure can be created. Therefore, the signal transmitted from the MI transmitters 

can be enhanced to provide sufficient communication range among the robot swarms. 

2.2.2 The Cooperative MIMO Synchronized by M2I Communications 

To enable the underwater cooperative MIMO systems, the distributed transmitters need 

to be synchronized in the underwater environments. The synchronization strategies for 

distributed transmitters can be classified as close-loop synchronization and open-loop syn

chronization. For most of the close-loop synchronization strategies, such as 1-bit-feedback 

synchronization and opportunistic-feedback synchronization, multiple rounds of feedback 

are required from the base station to converge the frequency and time offset [ 42]. However, 

due to the large delay of the acoustic channel between the base station and the transmitting 

nodes, the close-loop synchronization based on the feedback cannot be applied in the un

derwater scenario. Therefore, we choose to use the master-slave synchronization based on 

the inter-node communication among transmitters [43, 44]. 

As shown in Fig. 2.19, the open-loop synchronization generally works as follows. A 

master node is chosen from the transmitting nodes and the other nodes can use the master 

node as the reference. The slave nodes visit the master node one by one to adjust their own 

local clock. For each slave node, a time stamp generated by the local clock is delivered to 

the master node. Having received the time stamp, the master node generates the feedback, 
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Figure 2.19: The master-slave synchronization of underwater cooperative MIMO systems. 

including the beacon signal, its own CSI and time stamp, to the slave node. Compared to the 

acoustic channels, the M2I channels between the transmitting nodes have very tiny delay. 

As a result, the synchronization time can be reduced and therefore the synchronization 

accuracy is significantly increased. 

First, we analyze the frequency error of the synchronization. Considering the difference 

of the independent crystal oscillators in the transmitter nodes, the average relative clock 

drift of the n-th node to the master node in the time 11T can be presented as: 

a = 4T an(t)dt (2.23)
n 11T ' 

where an(t) is the time-varying drift defined as the ratio of oscillator frequencies: 

an(t) = f c,nU). (2.24)
f c,l (t) 

The subscript n = 2, 3, ... , N indicates the slave nodes. The subscript 1 indicates the master 

node. 

For a certain transmitting node, the operating frequency f s,;(t) is proportional to its 

hardware oscillator: 

f s,;(t) = k · f c,;(t) Vi = 1, 2, ...N, (2.25) 

where k is the frequency multiplier. The frequency of the beacon signal generated by the 

master node is f s,t· After receiving the beacon signal at the slave node n, the frequency is 
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estimated according to the local oscillator of the slave node: 

(2.26) 

where Es,n is the error of the frequency estimation. Obviously, the frequency estimated by 

the slave node n ls,i ,n is different from the transmitting frequency fs ,t due to the relative 

clock drift and the estimation error. Meanwhile, the slave node is told by the master node 

that the frequency of the beacon signal is fs ,t · Therefore, the difference of the frequency 

can be expressed as : 

.ls,1 - fs ,l = (an - l)fs,l + Es,n· (2.27) 

The frequency offset at the slave node n for the frequency synchronization can be deter

mined as: 

A.h _ .ls,1 - fs ,l _ (- _ l),h Es,n 
0 c n - --- - an c I + · (2.28) 

· k · k 

According to (2.28), the optimal frequency offset is (an - 1)fc,1. Due to the estimation error 

Es,n, the frequency cannot be perfectly synchronized and the error can be defined as: 

(2.29) 

Then, we analyze the time error of the synchronization. Due to the clock drift caused 

by the difference of oscillators, the accuracy of both time and frequency synchronization 

decreases as the drift bound increases. Once the master node generates its time stamp to 

slave node n for the time synchronization, their clocks begin to relatively drift so that they 

will not start the beamforming at exactly the same time. According to the polling operation 

shown in Fig. 2.19, the duration of the time slot for then-th node is calculated by: 

Ln1+L1n 2din11t = ' ' + __, (2.30) 
n B C ' 

where Ln,t and Li ,n are the total packet length delivered from the slave node to the master 

node and that from the master node to the slave node, respectively. Bis the bandwidth. di ,n 

is the distance between the master node and the slave node n. c is the propagation speed of 

the signals. Obviously, compared to the acoustic channel, the M2I channel has the larger 
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Figure 2.20 : The frequency synchronization error. 
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Figure 2.21 : The time synchronization error. 

bandwidth and propagation speed. Hence, the duration of each time slot can be reduced if 

the M2I communication is utilized. 

The total drifting time for the slave node n is computed from the timing that the master 

node generates the time stamp for node n to the earliest beamforming time tsp . Considering 

the time of the master node as the reference, the time synchronization error of slave node n 

can be derived according to (2.29) and (2.30) : 

l ,n l ,n 
En,t = En,j B + ----;;- + .IN 

13.t; 
l

( (2.31)(r d 

i=n+ l 

Then we evaluate the frequency and time synchronization error in Fig. 2.20 and Fig. 
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2.31. The operating frequency is set to be 10 Hz for acoustic-assisted synchronization and 

10 MHz for M2l-assited synchronization. The frequency of the crystal oscillator is 100 

kHz. The number of transmitting nodes including the master node is 10. The distance be

tween the slave nodes and master node are set to be 20 meters. The packet length Ln,t = 100 

bits and Li ,n = 200 bits. The bandwidth is set to be 10 kHz for acoustic channels and 20 

kHz for M2I channels. As shown in Fig. 2.20, the frequency error is evaluated by consider

ing the variation of the frequency estimation errors. Since the M2l-assisted synchronization 

uses higher frequency to synchronize the local hardware clock with lower frequency, the er

ror will be much lower than that of pure acoustic-based synchronization. As shown in Fig. 

2.31, the time synchronization error by considering acoustic communications is extremely 

high since the delay of the acoustic signals enlarges the drifting time. Shown as the blue 

curve, the time synchronization error can be reduced significantly once the M2l-assisted 

synchronization is used. 

2.2.3 Performance Analysis of Using M21-Assisted Synchronization 

Assuming that the signal transmitted on baseband is a train of raised cosines bearing BPSK 

symbols m(t), the received signal through the acoustic channel from one transmitter can be 

expressed in time domain: 

Npa 

r(t) = m(t)e12
,rf ~( (2.32) 

where f is the carrier frequency and n(t) is the noise. The time-invariant channel is con

sidered within the synchronization time interval. Npa is the number of paths. T P is the 

propagation delay of the p-th path. PauU, dp) is the channel attenuation depending on the 

distance dp and the frequency f : 

(2.33) 

where gis the scattering loss. ~ is the geometric spreading loss determined by the distance 

dp and the spreading exponent /3. a(f) is the absorption coefficient. By considering the 
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cooperative MIMO with N perfectly synchronized transmitters, the received signal can be 

written as: 

(2.34) 

where the subscript i indicates the i-th trans itter. By considering the uniform distributed 

channel delay T p,i E [-rr, rr), (2.34) can be simplified to: 

N 

r~(t) = ~rej2nfth;e-j2JrjT; + n(t), (2.35) 

where A is the amplitude of the transmitted signal. h; is the channel envelope that follows 

the PDF [45]: 

Ph,(Z) =4x'z f Dro(2irlh,,;lx)lo(2irzx)lo(2irho,,x)xdx, (2.36) 

where hp,i is the channel attenuation of the p-th path for the transmitter i: 

1 
h p,i = ----;:;:;:::::::=:::::;::::::::;:= (2.37) 

att,p,;(f, dp) 

10(x) is developed as: 

lo(x) = 2~ 12:r ejxcos/Jd/3. (2.38) 

By considering the perfect CSI information, the channel envelope h; and the delay T; are 

known. 

The underwater cooperative MIMO is developed for either beamforming or space-time 

coding. First, we analyze the performance of the beamforming by considering M2l/acoustic

based synchronization. The received signal after the phase control can be written as: 

N 

rN,BF(t) = ~re12nfth;e-J2nhe}<P; + n(t), (2.39) 

where ¢; is the phase control at the i-th transmitter. The objective of the beamforming is to 

align the phase and maximize the SNR at the receiver side. Therefore, the optimal phase 

control vector v¢ can be obtained by maximizing the SNR: 

A2 hTv 2
<P (2.40)max 
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where 

(2.41) 

By considering the optimal phase control, the channel delay can be compensated by the 

phase control and the SNR at the received side can be maximized as : 

(2.42) 

According to the synchronization error analysis presented in Section IHA, the received 

signal can be expressed by considering the frequency and time errors : 

N 

r (t) = ~rh•e127r(f+E;,J)(t-T;+E;,,)e}<f>; + n(t) (2.43)~~ ~ ' ' 
i=l 

where the E;,t and E;,1 are respectively the time and frequency error of the i-th node. i = 1 

indicates the master node. Therefore we have Et ,t = 0 and Et,J = 0. The phase controlled 

SNR by considering the time and frequency error can be written as: 

A2 "N h ,eJ2n(f+E;,1)(t+E;,,) 2 
L...,=1 ' 

SNRsF,it) = cr2 (2.44) 

Similarly, the maximum SNR and error considered SNR for the space-time coding can 

be represented by: 

A2 "N h2 
L... ,=l ' SNRsPTC = 2 , 
(T 

(2.45)
A2 I =I h2eJ2n(f+E;,1)(t+c;,,) 

SNRsnc,it) =----1--'----
cr2 

Due to the relative clock drift, the SNR presented in (2.42) and (2.45) will decrease with 

time. To maintain the communication, the SNR is required to be greater than the threshold 

JJ. Once the SNR is about to be lower than the threshold, another round of synchroniza

tion is required. The effective communication time is defined as the duration between two 

adjacent rounds of synchronization that can be used to transmit useful information. There

fore, the effective communication time for the beamforming and space-time coding tsF,SNR, 
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tsnc,sNR according to the SNR is constrained by: 

tsPSNR = min t , t 
(2.46) 

s.t. S NRsp,c{t) < 1], 

tsPTCSNR = min t , t 
(2.47) 

s.t. SNRsnc,it) < 1]. 

Since the channel model is assumed to be quasi-static, the effective communication 

time cannot be greater than the coherence time defined as [ 46]: 

(2.48) 

where fd is the Doppler shift and a is the Doppler scaling factor. For the underwater coop

erative MIMO system, the transmitters have to redo the synchronization and CSI estimation 

if either the SNR < 17 or the effective communication time oversteps the coherence time. 

Therefore, the effective communication time by considering both the SNR and the coher

ence time can be obtained by: 

tsp = argmin{tsP,SNR, Tc}, (2.49) 

and 

tsnc = argmin{tsnc,sNR, Tc}. (2.50) 

The efficiency of the underwater cooperative MIMO system can be evaluated by calcu

lating the throughput of the data. By considering the CSI estimation time and synchroniza

tion time, the upper bound of the throughput by using beamforming and space-time coding 

can be respectively written as: 

T _ tspCsp
PsP - N ' 

L;=2 M; + tcs1 + tsp 
(2.51)

T _ tsncCsnc 
PsPTC - N ,

L;=2 11t; + tcs1 + tsnc 
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where tcs I is the time of the broadcast from the base station for the CSI estimation calcu

lated by: 
Les I dmax 

tcs1 = -- + --. (2.52) 
B ae Cae 

Les I is the total packet length delivered for the CSI estimation. B ae is the bandwidth of 

the acoustic channel and Cae is the propagation speed of the acoustic signals. dmax is the 

maximum distance between the based station and the sensor nodes. CBF and Cs PTC in (2.51) 

are respectively the channel capacity of the cooperative MIMO by using beamforming and 

space-time coding techniques. By considering the frequency synchronization error, the 

SNR is not a constant so that the channel capacity varies with the time as well. To calculate 

the upper bound presented in (2.51), the maximum SNR obtained at the beginning of the 

communication can be used and then CsF and Csnc can be expressed as : 

(2.53) 

where Nb is the number of the base stations. Here we consider one base station so that 

Nb = 1. IN is denotes the identity matrix of size N. His the N x Nb channel matrix. 

2.2.4 Numerical Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed underwater cooperative MIMO 

systems by considering the pure acoustic communications and M2l-acoustic communica

tions. The geometry of the underwater cooperative MIMO system is considered as Fig. 

2.22. The transmitting power from each transmitter is set to be 10 mW. The power of the 

noise is 9.81 x 10-3 mW [47]. The M2I transmitters operate at 10 MHz frequency with 

20 kHz bandwidth. The acoustic transmitters operate at 10 kHz frequency with 10 kHz 

bandwidth. 

The SNRs of using beamforming and space-time coding are evaluated in Fig. 2.23 and 

Fig. 2.24, respectively. The SNR is calculated for the first 1.5 seconds after completing 

the synchronization. 5 slave nodes are randomly deployed around a master node within 10 
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Figure 2.22 : The geometry of the underwater cooperative MIMO system. 
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Figure 2.23 : The SNR of beamforming. 

meters range. The black horizontal line is the maximum SNR by considering the perfect 

time and frequency synchronization. The result of using M2l-assisted synchronization is 

shown as the red curve. At the beginning t = 0, the SNR is very close to the upper bound 

since the M2I can provide very accurate synchronization due to the small delay and larger 

bandwidth. But it decrease as the time increases and becomes random since the phases are 

not aligned after a certain time. Shown as the blue curve, the SNR of using pure acoustic

based synchronization randomly varies since the acoustic communication cannot provide 

the accurate synchronization. The phases cannot be aligned even at the beginning of the 

communication. 

The effective communication time in (2.49) and (2.50) is evaluated in Fig. 2.25 and 

Fig. 2.26. The threshold of minimum SNR 1J = 25 dB. In this evaluation, the number 

of transmitting nodes increases from 2 to 20. For each number of transmitting nodes, we 

randomly deploy the slave nodes for 100 times and calculate the average effective commu-
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Figure 2.24 : The SNR of space-time coding. 
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Figure 2.25 : The effective communication time of beamforming. 

nication time. The effective communication time increases with the number of transmitting 

nodes increases since the total transmitting power is larger if more nodes are used. How

ever, the effective communication time does not increase monotonically since it takes more 

time to synchronize more nodes. As a result, the synchronization error becomes larger. 

Moreover, the randomness of the nodes' deployment also influences the effective commu

nication time. The result shows that the cooperative MIMO system can have more effective 

communication time if the M2l-assisted synchronization is used. 

In Fig. 2.27 and Fig. 2.28, the BER is evaluated based on the SNR for difference 

modulations. The result shows that the system can have much lower BER if the M2I-
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Figure 2.26 : The effective communication time of space-time coding. 
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Figure 2.27 : The BER of beamforming. 

assisted synchronization is utilized. 

Finally, we calculate the upper bound of the throughput in Fig. 2.29 and Fig. 2.30. 

Compared to the cooperative MIMO system synchronized by acoustic communications, 

the M2I synchronized systems have shorter synchronization time and longer effective com

munication time. Therefore, the throughput can be enhanced by using M2l-assisted syn

chronization. 
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Figure 2.28 The BER of space-time coding. 
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Figure 2.29 The upper bound of the throughput by using beamforming techniques . 
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Figure 2.30 The upper bound of the throughput by using space-time coding techniques . 
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Chapter 3 

The Reconfigurable Smart Reflect-array for Indoor WLANs 

3.1 Increasing Indoor Spectrum Sharing Capacity using 2.4GHz Smart 

Reflect-Array 

In this section, we first present the system architecture of the new reflect-array-based spec

trum sharing solution. Then, an experimental testbed is designed and implemented to prove 

the feasibility of the proposed solution. 

3.1.1 System Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. There are two pairs of 

wireless users in a conference room, whose devices can adopt any existing or future wire

less services. The smart reflect-arrays hung on the walls can effectively change the signal 

propagations of any wireless transmission by tuning the electromagnetic response (phase 

shift) of each reflector unit on the panel. Hence, the wireless signal from either transmitter 

Figure 3.1 : System architecture of spectrum sharing using smart reflect-array. 
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Figure 3.2 : The smart reflect-array design. 

can be spatially modulated and projected to arbitrary regions while not interfering other 

regions. As a result, each receiver clearly hears from the expected transmitter as if only 

such transmitter accesses the spectrum, while actually there can be many other wireless 

users and services simultaneously use the same frequency band. The reflect-array panel 

actually reconfigure the signal propagation. The spatial distribution of the signal strength 

from different transmitters forms a chessboard of high resolution regions, each of which 

is private for only one wireless transmission. Since it is the reflect-array that manipulates 

the spatial modulation, the users can use any type of wireless devices and wireless services 

without any change in hardware or software. 

Different from existing MIMO, beamforming, or active relay techniques, the proposed 

smart reflect-array moderates the spatial distribution of multiple wireless transmissions in 

a passive way. As long an EM wave-carried wireless transmission exists in the indoor envi

ronment, no matter where it comes from (e.g., cell phone, laptop, bluetooth speaker, smart 

home sensors, or cleaning robots), the smart reflect-array(s) can reconfigure the spatial dis

tribution of the wireless energy due to such transmission. Moreover, different from existing 

beamforming mechanisms, the proposed system achieves the spatial diversity in the mid

dle of wireless transmissions, neither in the transmitter nor in the receiver. This property 

further guarantees the compatibility to all possible wireless systems. 
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Figure 3.3 : The fabricated reflect-array. 

Figure 3.4 : RCS of the reflector unit. 

3.1.2 Experimental Testbed Designed and Implemented 

To validate the feasibility of the proposed system, we develop a experiment testbed. Since 

we expect to have a flexible control of the electromagnetic response on reflect-array, it is 

necessary to optimally design the reflect-array panel and its peripheral circuits. By using 

the electronically-controlled capacitors on the microstrip patches, the resonant frequency 

of each reflector unit can be changed to increase the usable frequency range [ 48]. More 

importantly, since the signals are required to be efficiently reflected on the reflect-array, the 

patches should be designed to have a satisfying reflection coefficient. 

In this design, the reflect-array is used to work at an operating frequency of 2.4 GHz, 

which is suitable for Wifi service in indoor environments. We design rectangle-structure 

patches as introduced in [ 48] for the reflector units as shown in Fig. 3.2, where the dimen-
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Figure 3.5 : E-field on the reflector unit. 
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Figure 3.6 : Experiment illustration. 

Figure 3.7 : The reconfigurable reflect-array and the experiment testbed. 
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Figure 3.8 : S21 without the reflect-array (From Txl) . 
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Figure 3.9 : S21 without the reflect-array (From Tx2). 

sions of the patch are developed as W = 25 mm, L = 12.5 mm, g = 0.5 mm. The distance 

between the patch and ground plane is h = 1.5mm. The relative dielectric constant Sr = 4.5, 

which can be realized by most of the PCB fabrications. We design totally 6 x 8 = 48 re

flector units and each reflector is controlled by a bias voltage to tune the varactors (0.6 - 8 

pF) for changing the capacitance. A view of developed smart reflect-array is shown in 

Fig. 3.3. Simulations in Fig. Then we show the electromagnetic response the reflector 

unit by COMSOL. As shown in Fig. 3.4 , by using an operating frequency of 2.4 GHz, the 

designed patch get the maximum radar cross section (RCS), which means the reflection is 

optimized at such operating frequency. The energy distribution on the patch shown in Fig. 

3.5 further demonstrates that the resonance can be obtained at 2.4 GHz. 
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Figure 3.10: S21 with the reflect-array (From Txl). 
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Figure 3.11 : S21 with the reflect-array (From Tx2). 

The experiment setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, where a receiver (Rx) is deployed 0.6 m 

in front of the reflect-array. A transmitting antenna (Txl) working as the signal source is 

deployed 0.6 m away on left of the receiver. Another transmitting antenna (Tx2) is deployed 

as well to interfere the communication between Txl and Rx. The reflect-array consists of 

6 x 8 = 48 reflectors and each reflector is controlled by a bias voltage to tune the varactors 

for changing the phase shift. Micro-controllers are used to give a control voltage to each 

reflector patch. An overview of experimental facilities is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

During the experiment, Txl and Tx2 are transmitting signals along the whole spectrum 

and the frequency response at Rx is observed by spectrum analyzer. In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 

3.9, we respectively measure the received signal strength from Txl and Tx2 without reflect-
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array nearby. Since the two transmission distances are the same (0.6 m), the received signal 

strengths are almost the same around -45 dBm. In Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11, by deploying 

the reflect-array and optimally tuning each reflector, the interference has been canceled to 

-73 dBm and the interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is increased to about 30 dB. In this 

way, the communication can be established between Txl and Rx by preventing them from 

the interference of Tx2. 

3.2 Mobile Indoor Millimeter-wave Networks Using Smart Reflect-

arrays 

3.2.1 System Architecture and Reflect-array Control 

The system architecture of the reflect-array-assisted indoor network is illustrated in Fig. 

3.12. The AP and user are located in the indoor environment for communications. Accord

ing to the IEEE 802.11 ad protocol, the AP keeps searching to get in touch with the desired 

user by beamforming techniques. Meanwhile, the user is measuring the SNRs of search

ing signals and determining the highest one. By receiving a feedback from the user, the 

AP therefore finds out the optimal direction of beamforming. However, due to the relative 

movement of the user and an obstacle, the obstacle may be located right between the AP 

and the user sometimes. Therefore, the SNRs measured at the user are too low to establish 

communication links. Moreover, even an established link may be disconnected since the 

LOS path is blocked during the communication. 

In this case, the reflect-array hung on the wall is used to establish a reflected path for 

communications. The reflect-array consists of a cluster of small patch reflectors and the 

micro-controller is used to control the electromagnetic response of each reflector. Each re

flect unit is designed to be resonant at the operating frequency of the AP and user. During 

the beam searching of the AP, the signal is beamformed to the reflect-array at a time. By 

using the a predesigned codebook, the reflect-array is controlled to reflect the signal to a 

certain direction. Besides the beam searching of the AP, another beam searching is imple-
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Figure 3.12: The system architecture. 

Figure 3.13 : The fabricated reflect-array. 

mented on the reflect-array and therefore the signal can be steered to bypass the obstacle 

for the user. Different from existing MIMO, beamforming, or active relay techniques, the 

proposed smart reflect-array just reflects the incident signal and steers it to the desired user 

in a passive way. At the receiver side, the user still keeps measuring the SNRs and transmits 

the feedback of optimal beam directions to both the AP and the reflect-array. For the feed

back to the reflect-array, the communication can be established through an extra control 

channel (e.g. Wi-Fi or Bluetooth). 

Based on the system architecture of the reflet-array-assisted indoor mm Wave networks, 

there are three aspects to be analyzed: The reflect-array's design and control algorithm, the 

beam searching strategy, and the deployment issue of the reflect-array when we consider a 

certain indoor environment. 

As shown in Fig. 3.13, the reflector panel is fabricated with RTduroid 5880 high fre-
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Patch 

Ground plane 

Figure 3.14 : The switch loaded on the patch. 

Figure 3.15 : The switches soldered on the panel. 

quency laminates with the dielectric constant 2.2 and the dissipation factor 0.0009. The 

dimension of the panel is 337 mm x 345 mm x 0.254 mm (length x height x thickness). 

There are 14 x 16 = 224 reflector units on the panel in total. Therefore, the distance be

tween two adjacent patches is designed to be longer than one wavelength to prevent the 

patches from coupling. 

As shown in Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15, each reflector unit is controlled by an Omron 

G6L-1P-DC5 relay switch. When the switch is open, the patch is isolated from the ground 

plane. Therefore, the patch is turned "on" and becomes a resonant reflector that has the 

maximum reflection for 60GHz signals. Once the switch is closed, the patch is shorted by 

the ground plane and becomes the "off" status that has the minimum reflection. Hence, 

each element on the reflect-array can be turned on or off to reflect the incident signals. 

By using the reflect-array, the signal received at the user is the superposition of the 

multi-path signals reflected on the reflector units. Hence, the received signal strongly de-
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pends on the phases of the multi-path propagation. Assuming that the signal transmitted 

on baseband is a train of raised cosines bearing BPSK symbols m(t), the received signal 

reflected from the reflect-array can be expressed in the time domain as: 

N 

r(t) = m(t)ej2,rfc ~r;e-}(0;-cp;) + n (t) ' (3.1) 

where f c is the operating frequency, a;, 0; are the attenuation and phase shift of the i-th 

path, respectively, cp; is the phase induced by the i-th reflector for all i = I, 2, ... , N, n(t) 

is the noise component of the received signal. Since the received signal consists of the 

signal from the source and the noise, whether the communication can be established or not 

depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR at the receiver can be expressed as: 

P2 hHv 2 

(3.2)SNR = cp 
cr2 

where 

2h ~ [r ieJ01 p ~ E{lm(t)l2}, 
(3.3) 

Vcp ~ [e1'PI ei'P2 ... cr
2 ~ E{ln(t)l2}. 

Since the reflectors can provide large enough bandwidth for communication, the received 

spectrum is almost flat on the frequency band. Hence, the SNR can be represented as (3.2) 

regardless of the modulation scheme. Therefore, the phase control can be formulated as an 

optimization problem: 

max SNR, 
v 'P (3.4) 

s.t. cp; E [0, 2rr), Vi= 1, 2, ... , N. 

Obviously, the optimal control is to harmonize the phases at the receiver side so that the 

dominating factor hHv¢ in (3.2) can be maximized. For the traditional beamforming based 

on the reflect-array, the control algorithm can be expressed as: 

if); = ko ( r; - PAP + r; ·u)( mod 2rr, (3.5) 
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Figure 3.16: The chessboard-like design of the reflect-array 

where ko is the wave number, r; is the position vector of the i-th reflector unit, rAP is that 

of the AP, and i1 is the unit vector of the required beam direction. The phase control 'Pi is 

obtained by the modulo operation to make it between O and 2rr. 

Different from the traditional beamforrning reflect-array, the reflect-array for mmwave 

signals needs variable capacitors with very low capacitance (smaller than O.lpF) to contin

uously tune the phase response of reflector units. Due to this hardware limitation, instead 

of the continuous phase control, the binary phase control can be utilized according to the 

quantization method in [ 48] : 

0 ~ 'Pi < rr 
(3.6) 

rr ~ 'Pi < 2rr, 

where 1¢>1 - ¢>21 = rr. 

The codebook for the reflect-array control is designed as follows. Based on the po

sitions of the AP, reflect-array, and the beam-searching direction, the phase control 'Pi on 

each patch can be determined by (3.5). Then we compare 'Pi with the threshold rr presented 

in (3.6). Therefore, the continuous phase control algorithm is wrapped as a binary-control 

codebook. 

To realize the binary phase control, as shown in Fig. 3.16, two types of rectangular 

reflectors with different patch lengths are deployed as a chessboard on the panel. The 
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Figure 3 .17 : The energy distribution on the patch 
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Figure 3 .18 : The phase control on the reflect units 

dimensions of Type 1 and Type 2 patches are 5.1 mm x 4.65 mm and 5.1 mm x 4.95 mm, 

respectively. As shown in Fig. 3.17, with 60 GHz incident waves, a high energy distribution 

shown by light blue can be obtained on the two edges of the patches. This simulation result 

demonstrates that the resonance can be obtained around 60 GHz. Since two types of patches 

have different patch lengths, the board can provide different phase controls ¢ 1 and ¢2 that 

1¢1 - ¢21::::: rr around 60 GHz as shown in Fig. 3.18. This chessboard-like design is used 

to provide two different phase controls for the reflected signals. Considering an incident 

plane-wave signal from the transmitter in the x-y plane as illustrated in Fig. 3.16, the signal 

propagation direction is orthogonal to the z-axis. For each column of patches, either Type 

1 patches or Type 2 patches can be turned "on" to provide a phase control of cp 1 or ¢2 . 

Therefore, the reflected signal can be steered towards any directions in the x-y plane. 
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3.2.2 The Beam Searching Algorithm 

Since the position information of the user is unknown, the beam-searching algorithm should 

be analyzed. The beam-searching algorithm consists of two stages. At the first stage, the 

reflect-array roughly trains beamforming directions as shown in Fig. 3.19. Based on the 

802.llad protocol, the AP keeps searching for the user by beamforming the transmitting 

signal to sweep the Sector 1, Sector 2, ... , until Sector M. At the beginning, the reflect-array 

keeps reflecting the signal towards the first direction i11 . Once the AP reaches the Sector 

m during the beam-searching process from Sector 1 to Sector M, the signal reaches the 

reflect-array and then is reflected along i11 . Therefore, the beam pair of the AP and the 

reflect-array at this time is denoted by {l, ili}. At the same time, the user keeps measuring 

the SNR. However, since the user is not located on the direction of i11, the SNR is too low 

to connect to the AP. Hence, once the AP starts the second round of the beam-searching 

from Sector 1 to Sector M, the reflect-array switches to the next beamforming direction, 

which is i12. Therefore, once the AP finishes a round of beam-searching, the reflect-array 

switches to the next status until the last direction i1K. By comparing the SNRs at the user, 

the optimal beamforming direction {m, it'} can be obtained and the communication link is 

then established. Denoting the duration of each control status of the AP and the reflect

array by TAP and Tr respectively, we have the followed expression: 

(3.7) 

This relationship can be illustrated as the schedule in Fig. 3.20. Therefore, the time we 

need for the first stage is given by: 

(3.8) 

The beam-searching resolution of the first stage can be calculated by: 

7r 
a1 = ---. (3.9)

K+I 

Although the communication link can be established by the solution u---t. obtained from 

the first stage, the user may not locate right on the direction of u---t. if the resolution of the 
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Figure 3.19: The beam searching of the reflect-array 
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Figure 3.20 : The schedule of the beam searching 

searching step is not high enough. Therefore, u"1 may not be the optimal beam direction 

and further adjustment is necessary during the communication as the second stage of the 

beam-searching. As shown in Fig. 3.21, the AP searches for the user's accurate position 

in the adjacent sectors of u"1. By considering a number of beam-searching directions K' for 

the second stage, the resolution becomes: 

(3.10) 

where Ts is the response time of the control switches on the reflect-array. Therefore, the 

resolution of the second stage of beam searching can be written as: 

2rr 
(3.11)a 2 = -(K--+-1)-(K_'_+_l_)° 

The objective of the beam-searching optimization is to minimize the searching time by 

considering the accuracy requirement. If the direction of the user is randomly distributed 
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Figure 3.21 : The second-stage beam searching 

in (0, rr), the upper bound and mean of the direction error can be respectively written as: 

J[ J[ 
E ------- E =------ (3.12)

upper - (K + l)(K' + 1)' mean 2(K + l)(K' + 1) · 

Therefore, the optimal beam-searching strategy can be obtained by: 

min ti+ t2, 
K,K' 

s.t. a1 ~ 1]1, 
(3.13) 

a2 ~ 1]2, 

K,K' E N +, 

where ry 1 is the upper bound of a 1, which is determined by the beamwidth radiated from 

the reflect-array, and ry2 is the accuracy requirement of the beam searching. (3.14) can be 

further simplified as: 

J[ 

s.t. K 2:: - -1, 
1]1 (3.14) 

I JT
K >---1, 

- 21]11]2 

K,K' E N +. 

3.2.3 The Deployment of Reflect-arrays 

The objective of the reflect-array deployment is to minimize the outage probability of a 

user by considering mobile obstacles in the indoor environments. In this section, we first 
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introduce the mobility model of the indoor obstacles. The outage probability, which is re

lated to the position of the reflect-array, is then formulated. Finally, we present the solution 

of the optimization problem. 

The movement of indoor human bodies can be modeled using Gauss-Markov mobil

ity model [ 49]. At a certain time n, the location and velocity of a mobile obstacle are 

respectively expressed as 2-dimension vectors Sn and vn : 

(3.15) 

The velocity Vn is derived by the previous velocity Vn-t and the Gaussian randomness : 

V n = ii V n-1 + ( 1 - ii) U + it ✓ 1 - ii ii W n-1, (3.16) 

where denotes the element-by-element multiplication, {wn} = [{w~}, {Wn}r is a 2-dimension 

uncorrelated Gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance and is independent of {vn}, 

ii is the 2-dimension memory level of the velocity, u and er are the mean and standard de

viation of the initial velocity v0 developed as: 

(3.17) 

To simplify the mobility model, we assume that the velocity has the same memory level, 

asymptotic mean, and asymptotic standard deviation along x and y axis: 

(3.18) 

Therefore, (3.16) can be rewritten as: 

(3.19) 

According to (3.19), the position of the obstacle at time n can be calculated by the initial 

position and velocity: 

(3.20) 
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Figure 3.22: The LOS path blocked by the obstacle 
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Figure 3.23: The equivalent blockage model 

By considering further assumption that the obstacle is stationary at time 0, (3.20) is there

fore expressed as: 

(3.21) 

Since w1 is a Gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance, Sn follows 2-dimension 

Gaussian distribution expressed as: 

1 { [(x-y)-(r,-?,)j'} 
(3.22)Sn~fa-,,(x,y) = -~ exp ( 2v21rcrn 2(Tn 

where ern is the standard deviation at time n der ved by: 

lT" =,dl - a (3.23)
2 [~:(a'i 'r-

As shown in Fig. 3.22, the LOS path may be blockJ if the obstacle moves to the 

positions between the AP and user. For the indoor mobile obstacles, we usually consider 

the human bodies which can be modeled as disks with a radius of r0 in the 2-dimension 
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space. Therefore, the signal will be blocked if the distance between the center of the disk 

and the LOS path is smaller than the disk radius that d0 < r0 . An equivalent blockage 

model can be presented as Fig. 3.23. If the center of the obstacle moves into the 2r0 x d 

rectangle, the LOS path will be blocked since do < r0 in this case. 

By considering a certain obstacle, the outage probability of the LOS path at time n is 

the integral of (3.21) on the signal blockage area A: 

P;~~m,n =1fa-,,, ,,,(x,y)ds, (3.24) 

where A is the rectangle area determined radius of the obstacle, ds is the element area, and 

fa-,,, ,,,(x, y) has the same expression of (3.22) except using erm,n and (s: 0 , S: 0) instead of <Tn 

and (s~, st), respectively. Here erm,n indicates the standard deviation of the m-th obstacle 

at time n, and (s:,o, s~_0) indicates the initial position of the m-th obstacle. Hence, the 

connection probability is simply expressed as: 

PLOS 1 pLOS 
con m n = - out m n · (3.25)

' ' ' ' 

By considering a total number of M independent obstacles, the connection probability can 

be calculated by: 
M 

pLOS = n(pLOS (3.26)con,M,n con,m,n · 
m=l 

Similarly, the outage probability of the NLOS path with reflect-array is the integral of 

P~~sm n on rectangle area B, where B is the signal blockage area related to the position of 

the reflect-array Pr: 

P~u¾~~n = ff fa-,,, ,,, (x,y)ds. (3.27)JkcP,) 
Therefore, the connection probability of the reflect-array-assisted NLOS path by consider-

ing M independent obstacles can be derived as: 

M 

pNcoLnOmSn , , = 1 _ pNuLtOmSn' 
0 , , pNLOScon,M,n = n(pNLOScon,m,n · (3.28) 

m=l 

The communication link at time n can be established if the AP can use either area A or 

B to get in touch with the user. To calculate the joint connection probability, we first derive 
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the probability that both area A and B can be used at time n: 

M 

pLOS ,NLOS _ f, ( )d (3.29)n(fcon,M,n - m,n X, Y S, 
m=l Cu A LJ B(P,.) 

where U is the entire area of the indoor environment and (3.29) can be further calculated 

as : 
M 

pLOS ,NLOS =n(1 _pLOS _ pNLOS )( (3.30)con,M,n out,m,n out,m,n · 
m=l 

The connection probability of using either area A and B can be written as: 

_ pLOS pNLOS pLOS ,NLOSPcon,Mn, - con,Mn, + con ,Mn, - con, M,n · (3.31) 

Assuming a certain communication duration n = 0, I, 2, ... , N, the communication is suc

cessful if non of the N + I time slots has the communication outage. Hence, the connection 

probability by considering M independent obstacles during N + I time slots is expressed 

as : 

N 

pcon,M,N con,M,n · (3.32)=n(p
n=O 

It is obvious that the integral area B is related to the position of the reflect-array Pr· 

The objective of the reflect-array deployment is to find the optimal position P; to affect the 

area B so that the connection probability P con,M,N can be maximized. However, based on 

the Gauss-Markov mobility model, the initial positions of the M obstacles (s:,0 , s~,0), m = 

1, 2, ... , M, should be known parameters. Moreover, the user is considered as a static device 

that Pu(xu, Yu) is fixed. To develop a more general model, we first consider that s: ,o and Sm,o 

independently follow the uniform distribution on [Xmin, Xmax ] and [Ymin,Ymax ], respectively. 

Therefore, the outage probability of LOS and NLOS path are rewritten as : 

pws - x dsds (3.33)out,m,n - ( ) ( I ) f a-,,,,11 ( , Y) I, 
Xmax - Xmin Ymax - Ymin U A 

ll 
P ~u~c:nsn = ( /(y ) ( ( la-,,, 11 (x,y)dsds1, (3.34) 

' ' Xmax - Xmin max - Ymin J U JB(P,.) , 

where ds1 is the element area on the entire indoor area U. 
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Then, we continue to further derive the connection probability by considering a mobile 

user. In this case, the movement of the user is modeled using Gauss-Markov mobility 

model as well. At time n, the signal blockage areas An and Bn are computed by the new 

position of the user Pu,n, where Pu,n follows the 2-dimension Gaussian process: 

2 
~+( )= 1 {_[(x-y)-(xu,o-Yu,o)] } _Pun Ju 11 x,y -Y2n exp 2 2 ' 

( 3 36) 

' 2:rrcrn { CTn { 

where (xu,o, Yu,o) is the initial position of the mo~ile user. Therefore, the o~tage probability 

at time n by considering a mobile user can be derived as: 

fu LcPu,11) !u,, (xu,n, Yu ,n)fa-,,,,,, (x, y)dsds1 ds2 
pLOS = (3.37) 

out,m,n 
(Xmax - Xmin) (Ymax - Ymin) 

fu fs(P, ,Pu,11 ) fu ,, (xu,n, Yu,n)fa-,,,,,, (x, y)dsds Ids2 
pNLOS = (3.38)

out,m,n 
(Xmax - Xmin) (Ymax - Ymin) 

The deployment strategy can be extended to the multi-reflect-array case. By consider

ing multiple reflect-arrays, the connection probability can be derived: 

N, 
pNLOS ,N, = 1 _ npNLOS ,n, 

, (3.39)con,m,n out,m,n 

n,=l 

where P~u~~s~n, is the outage probability of the nr-th reflect-array, Nr is the number ofreflect

arrays. Therefore, the optimal positions of the reflect-arrays can be obtained by: 

pNLOS ,N, max con,m,n 
P,1,P,2, ,, ,,P,N, 

(3.40) 

where Pr1, Pr2 , ... , PrN, are the deployment positions of reflect-arrays, dr is the available 

minimum distance between any two reflect-arrays. 

To find out the optimal deployment of the reflect-array, here we provide a simplified 

method to compute Pr. According to (32) (35) (39), the reflect-array deployment cannot 
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affect anything else but the terms with B(Pr)- Moreover, to maximize the connection prob

ability during N + I time slots, we can simply maximize the connection probability at each 

time n. Therefore, the optimization can be formulated based on (32): 

M M 

Il},~X Pcon,M,n = □ (1 - P;~~m,n)(+ D((- p~u~~~n) 

M 
(3.41)-D~ 1 - P;~~m,n - P':,,~~~n) , 

s.t. Pr E Q, 

where Q is a set of indoor positions that can be used to deploy the reflect-array. Obviously, 

only P':,,¾~~n is related to Pr. 

Lemma 1 The connection probability is monotone decreasing with P~u¾~~n· 

Proof 1 To find out the relationship between Pcon,M,n and Pr, we first compute the partial 

derivative: 

8Pcon,M,n = n~(- pLOS _ pNLOS }-n{(- pNLOS} < Q (3.42)apNLOS . l out,m,n out,m,n . out,m,n . 
out,,,n m*, m*, 

Hence, Pcon,M,n is monotone decreasing with P~u¾~~n· Similarly, we can prove that the con

nection probability is monotone decreasing with P~u¾C:1?n by considering random initial po

sitions ofobstacles and the mobile user: 

dPcon,M,n = M (1 - pLOS - pNLOS )M-1
dPNLOS out,m,n out,m,n 

out,m,n (3.43) 
NLOS )M-l

- M (1 - pout,m,n < 0. 

Therefore, to maximize the connection probability, we need to determined the Pr to mini

. pNLOSm1ze out,m,n. 

As shown in Fig, 3.24, by considering 2-dimension Gaussian process with the mean of 

(s~, s~), P~u¾~~n can be calculated as the integral on b1 and b2 . To compute the integral on 

b1, we first derive the probability density function (PDF) along the axle line of b1, which 

depends on the distance between the (s~, Sa) and a certain point on the axle line: 

(3.44) 



y 

X 

P,;;(x( ~f 

Figure 3.24: The signal blockage area of the NLOS path. 

By assuming a small radius of the mobile obstacle r0, the integral on the area bl can be 

simplified as: 

2 

2r0 f { ((- So)' + (~x - ?,) }
F(bi) :::::: exp ~ [l, (3.45)2 

'V2rrcrn L1 \ (Tn 

where Li is the straight line between the AP and the reflect-array, dl an element for the 

integral along Li. Given following relationship: 

Xr > 0, (3.46) 

(3.45) can be rewritten as: 

2r0 ✓ x; + y; i x, { ( x - s~)2 + ( :x - Sa )2} 
(3.47)F(bi):::::: - exp 2 x.f fCTnXr 27r O (Tn 

Similarly, the integral on b2 can be calculated as. 

Xr - xu)2 + (yr - yu)2 

2rr 
(3.48) 

x, { (x- s~)2 + (~x - ?a)2} 
· IXu exp [ (Tn

2 (x. 

Therefore, by considering both incident ea bi and reflected area b2 , the outage probability 

of NLOS path can be rewritten as: 

(3.49) 
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By considering that the position of the wall x = Xr is fixed for the reflect-array deployment, 

they-coordinate of the reflect-array's position Yr needs to be determined to minimize the 

outage probability expressed in (3.49). If the initial positions of the obstacles and the 

mobile user are uniform distributed in the entire space, (3.49) can be further simplified as: 

2 
NLOS 4roz [f+oo f--lt z n+l 11 

pout,m,n :::::: -v2JrcrnXr =0 \n ! (2n + 1) - 2 
(3.50) 

= 2roz . [ rf(z) _ ~]( 
-v2crnXr \ 

where z is the function related to the variable Yr: 

(3.51) 

Obviously, (3.50) can be minimized if Yr = 0. In fact, the general solution of the optimiza

tion problem can be obtained by calculating the derivative of P~u~~sn to Yr· 

3.2.4 The Experimental Results 

In this section, we first validate the system by a series of in-lab experiment. Then, the 

beam-searching and deployment strategies are implemented as well. 

To validate the proposed system, we use a test-bed shown in Fig. 3.25. The transceivers 

are deployed in front of the reflect-array to measure the strength of the reflected signals. 

In this test-bed, the relay switches are controlled by MEGA 2560 micro-controllers. The 

mmWave transceivers are realized by the VubIQ development system [50] and the horn 

antennas with 8-degree beam-width. The network analyzer is used for the signal generation 

and observation. 

At the beginning, the reflect-array panel is located orthogonal to the x-axis. The transceivers 

and the center of the reflect-array are deployed on the x-y plane. Shown as blue arrows, the 

distances between the transceivers and the center of the reflect-array are 0.5m (Tx) and lm 

(Rx). The intersection angle between the x-axis and the direction vector of the transmitter 

is aTx , and the angle for the receiver is aRx · As shown in Fig. 3.26, the transmitter is de

ployed on the x-axis so that aTx = 0 degree. The reflect-array is controlled to beamform 
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Figure 3.25 : The test-bed for proof-of-concept experiments. 
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Figure 3.26 : The incident angle = 0 degree. 
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Figure 3.27 : The incident angle= 30 degree. 
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Figure 3.28 : The incident angle= 60 degree. 

the signal from aRx = 20 degree to aRx = 60 degree with a step of 5 degree. The details 

of the control algorithm are presented in Section III A. In this experiment, the ratio of the 

transmitted power to the received power is measured and denoted as S 21 . The blue curve in 

Fig. 3.26, 3.27, and 3.28 are S 21 measured at each beam direction and the black curve is the 

S 2 1 measured in the absence of a reflect-array. When no reflect-array is present, the signal 

becomes extremely low and only noise at -85dB is received. Similarly, the transmitter is 

moved to aTx = 30, 60 degree and the experimental results are shown as Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 

3.28, respectively. The two curves on each figure show the significant enhancement of the 

received power thanks to the beamforming from the reflect-array. 

As shown in Fig. 3.29, we deploy an AP with the same setup in [?, ?] at the original 

point as the transmitter and measure the S 21 and data rates at the user deployed on (0, 0.Sm). 

The reflect-array is deployed at (lm, 0). A human body is moving from (-0.Sm, -0.Sm) to 
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Figure 3.29 : The setup of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.30 : The S21 measurements. 
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Figure 3.32 : The setup of the experiment. 

(0.5m, -0.5m) with a step of 0.05m. On each position, we measure the S 21 and data rates 

of using the LOS link and the NLOS link. As shown in Fig. 3.30, the red curve indicates 

the measurements of using the LOS link. Obviously, the S 21 becomes extremely low when 

the human body moves close to the center x = 0. However, by using the reflect-array, the 

S 21 shown as the blue curve can still be higher than -60dB when the obstacle is located 

between the transceivers. The green curve indicates the S 21 of the NLOS link on the reflect

array without control. In this case, the signal is scattered on the reflect-array and the S 21 

is worse than it of beamforming. Shown as Fig. 3 .31, the data rate is measured instead of 

S 21 . The LOS link can only provide a data rate of around 0.7 Gbps, while data rate of the 

reflect-array-assisted NLOS link can be higher than 1 Gbps and 1.5 Gbps with scattering 

and beamforming, respectively. 

Then we redo the experiment by considering a mobile user moving from x = -0.25m 

to x = 0.25m illustrated in Fig. 3.32. Similarly, the S 21 and data rate are measured as 

shown in Fig. 3.33 and Fig. 3.34, respectively. The green and blue curves demonstrate the 

benefits of using the reflect-array when the user moves behind the obstacle. 

The beam-searching strategy is validated by the experiment illustrated in Fig. 3.35. The 

user is successively deployed at 50°, 40°, and 30°. Since the beamwidth reflected from the 

reflect-array cannot be higher than 15°, the reflect-array searches from -60° to 60° with a 
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Figure 3.35 : The setup of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.36 : The direction of the user is 50 degree. 

step of 15° in the first-stage beam searching. Once the first-stage optimal direction it is 

determined, we further search the adjacent sectors of it with a step of 3° as the second-stage 

searching. 

The data rates measured at each step of beam-searching direction are presented in Fig. 

3.36, Fig. 3.37, and Fig. 3.38. Shown as the red curve in Fig. 3.36, the first-sate optimal 

direction is 45° since the user is deployed at 50°. The result of second-stage searching is 

presented as the blue curve that we search the sector between 30° and 60°. Similarly, in 

Fig. 3.37 and 3.38, we respectively search around 45° and 30° and the final beam directions 

are determined by the maximum value of the blue curves. 

Then we do the experiment for the deployment of the reflect-array. In this experiment, 

the reflect-array is deployed at different positions to validate the result in Section IVA. As 

shown in Fig. 3.39, the deploy the reflect-array on (lm, 0), (lm, 0.25m), and (lm, 0.5m), 
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Figure 3.39 : The setup of the experiment. 
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successively. Then the user is deployed in the meshed area to measure the data rate. By 

taking the measurements on each crossing of the mesh, we obtain the result as presented 

in Fig. 3.40, Fig. 3.41, and Fig. 3.42. As shown in Fig. 3.41 and Fig. 3.42, the data rate 

decreases when the test position tends to (-0.Sm, -0.Sm) since the position becomes far 

away from the reflect-array. For each position of the reflect-array, we calculate the average 

data rate in the meshed area shown in Fig. 2.23. The blue cylinder further validates that 

y = 0 is a better position of the reflect-array for the signal coverage in such meshed area. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 

The reconfigurable MI communication system for underground/underwater WLANs is in

troduced in the first part of this thesis. First, we demonstrate that a high-quality commu

nication can be provided by MI technique in underground environment. Second, we pro

pose the frequency-selective WSNs and an environment-aware method to smartly utilize 

the positive factors and prevent the channel from the negative factors in the complex en

vironments. Third, a cooperative M2I-acoustic MIMO systems for the communications of 

underwater robot swarms is proposed. Compared to the pure acoustic communications, the 

hybrid M2I-acoustic communication paradigm enables more robust underwater cooperative 

MIMO systems due to the smaller channel delay. 

The reconfigurable smart reflect-array for indoor WLANs is then introduced in the 

second part of the thesis. First, we present a novel approach to improve the spectrum 

sharing capacity in indoor environments by using smart reflect-arrays. Second, a smart 

reflect-array working at 60GHz is developed to solve the problem of signal blockage in 

mmWave indoor communications. The feasibility of the approach has been verified by the 

experimental results. 
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